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Intro

What a tuall ARE so alled Hoa es or “taged E e ts or False Realit E e ts ?

These are events which are presented as real events by individuals in the media, in institutions,

government, police, military, etc. in which every element is fabricated, events that are entirely

staged.

Not pa tiall as i false flags he e so alled patsies a e used/set up, ut e ti el staged. Every

person involved is a generally referred to as C isis-a to . I di iduals that e gage i staged isis

events. These events range from very simple incidents from a staged traffic accident in the next

town, to highly complex mass events of great political significance such as 9/11 with allegedly

thousands of victims.

Nobody dies in such incidents nor gets injured. All alleged victims, including their friends and families

are crisis actors. Their backgrounds, their life stories, their legends are entirely fabricated.

"But that's completely paranoid schizophrenic, total insanity! No, I refuse to believe it! These

events are definitely true and just happened as FOX, CNN, MSNBC reported and as the president

and the police told me!"

How would you know that? Because it was said on television, was in the news and in the

newspapers? This does not prove it to be true. You simply choose to believe these sources and

information out of second, third and fourth hand. Neither were you present when and where it

happened, nor did you yourself inspect the alleged corpses of a so called terrorist attack or school

shooting. Therefore all that your reality is based on is what you believe others. But who are these

"others"? Who are the authorities and the media? People like you and me? Are you certain?

Suppose that a single police station, or just one department or even just some officer in that

department and a couple of paramedics are inaugurated. A theater group of 30 individuals stage in a

public place (having previously rehearsed at this exact spot) a terrorist attack. Some members of the

theater group take pictures/short videos of the scene with their mobile phones.

The photos/video will be published on the Internet. The mass media takes it up, the inaugurated

police officers get interviewed, a couple "witnesses" from the theater group and you have an

"authentic" terrorist attack or accident, or some other event created that will be a reality in the

minds of millions of people. As simple as that.

And that is exactly what happens in this reality. A series of fabricated false realities, or theater

performances, promoted as real events.

Who is organizing these media hoaxes?

In a hive-mind consciousness connected (swarm intelligence), human body snatching alien/demonic

entities known generally as the archons or reptilians, grey aliens, demons, body snatchers, djinns,



Agent Smith, 666 E pluribus unum (out of many, one). They take-over people s minds/bodies, called

od -s at hi g or demonic possession or reptilian hosting or quantum virus infection.

They are organized in communities world wide. They infiltrated our civilization on all levels, though

live centralized together in their own communities, neighborhoods and city areas.

A d the a e the efo e e tio ed „theate g oups , ho due to their telepathic group hive-mind

connection are able to stage such events with near flawless coordination and precise organization.

How does it work?

As mentioned, these beings infiltrate and take key positions in departments, institutes, agencies,

governments, and so on to gain access to for such events required infra-structure and material and

support lines.

As soon as they gained sufficient influence in a community, an institute, they get to work. That way

they control all for a staged event relevant positions in order for their staged event to be safe from

discovery by real humans.

A police station or department or just a key position within a department like homicide squad for

example. Or the local forensic doctor. A group of paramedics, a local politician. And some acting

i ilia s e uipped ith i-phones, smartphones is all it takes for a staged event.

What is the ultimate goal of these hoaxes?

Total global domination, subjugation and exploitation of mankind by hostile, negative

aliens/demons/interdimensional collectives of malicious Nordics, reptilians, greys, insectoids

(mantid) and their human appearing hybrids.

Maintain already covertly exercised control over mankind, secure and expand it further until

ultimately total control is established and eventually finalized, ge e all efe ed to as Ne Wo ld

O de . A by grey and reptilian hybrids governed tyrannical police- and surveillance state in which

free-thought is supp essed a d t a eli g st i tl egulated. “i ila to the Hu ge Ga es o ies.

Known as Agenda21/Agenda2030.

The primary goals of this agenda are:

1. Global destabilization. Religion- and Race wars. Civil war. World War 3. In order to reset

civilization, greatly reduce human population and more easily control the remaining human

su i o s. Fo the elite to the ise like phoe i out of ashes a d take total o t ol of those hu a s

left.

2. A one world government with centralized power-structure in the hands of a few (Nordics,

reptilians, insectoids, greys and human looking hybrids)

3. Surviving Humans being micro-chipped (RFID chip, Nano-Fiber Chemtrails, WiFi/Cell-Net, Mark of

the Beast)

4. Total Eradication of Humanity. Once chips are installed by mass, the turn-off signal will be

broadcast which will send a deadly electro-magnetic pulse through the body and thereby kill the

receiver body.



5. Destruction of earth. While some groups of aliens desire colonization of earth, enslavement of

humanity, other entities – mainly demonic beings/inorganic entities are interested in total

destruction/consumption of all live including humanity and the entire planet.

Why are these events even staged? The Elite / Illuminati are ’t k o

for ha i g oral issues ith

murdering people. So why do ’t the o

it real e e ts ith real terrorists/shooters and real

victims?

Dead (real) people have friends, family and supporters and networks. Such interpersonal

relationships cause unpredictable reactions and obstacles to the agenda which is heavily reliant on

predictable conditions. The agenda of the Illuminati, even if they appear all powerful, is a shaky

house of cards which only works relying on strict secrecy, division of responsibilities

(compartmentalization) and accountability.

Through the use of the Hive Mind group consciousness integrated "crisis actors" (drones) whose

individuality is completely suppressed, and hybrid-infiltrated police stations / departments and fire

departments and by other reptilian drones controlled conforming media landscape, the elite has

total propagandistic control of these events.

What makes it easy to control them for their own geo-political aims. Without any pesky relatives and

friends of (real) victims that would constantly annoy and disrupt with uncomfortable questions and

actions of investigative nature.

That's one reason. Another has a metaphysical background.



Murder has always metaphysical consequences which result from universal laws. Known as Karma,

metaphysical law, universal law, etc. What harm you cause to others, you always get back.

The entities that ultimately control the Illuminati / Elite at the highest level are aware of these laws

and seek to avoid suffering to the consequences of their criminal actions via fraud, acting in gray

areas and loophole exploitation.

The free will of the individual / collective must not be violated. This is done by indirect asking for

permission. What is tried to accomplish via deception. Subtle warnings and obvious illusions

relatively easily identifiable as such because of logical errors in the course of action, as well as the

publishing of parts of the agenda in various publications by influential individuals.

A great number of world leaders, heads of think tanks and former heads of state openly admit in

their books their plan to depopulate, subjugate and to conquer the world and mankind. Those who

do not read or deny to believe it, do so at their own fault.

Hence it is entirely up to the people to accept the truth and all its implications and consequences and

act accordingly. Or to ignore the truth, to choose denial and to pay the price for their ignorance, their

weakness.

It works. Most decide to live the lie, because the truth would force them to question everything what

they believed in and would collapse their world view in which they invested much and are unwilling

to give up on.



What is real event and what is hoax?

Ge e all the e s a ule of thu

i Ea th ealit that sa s that ealit is depi ted i fi tio a d what

is portrayed as reality is actually fiction. The truth is inverted.

What we see as the news in TV as reported by news readers either:

A. Did t a tuall happe AT ALL a d is pu el



ade up fiction.



B. Did physically occur some when, somewhere but was entirely staged (hoax event).

C. Did physically occur, with real people involved but is reported on in a twisted, distorted,

manipulative way to further the reptilian agenda in some way.

While movies, series, cartoons and even comics actually depict what is actual true reality beyond

agenda, beyond paradigm and beyond the limitations and illusions of the matrix.

Are there



o ies that des ri e hu a it ’s true situatio and real reality?



Yes, several. The Matrix Trilogy, Jupiter Ascending, The Island (2005), Dark City (1998), The Truman

Show (1998), They Live (1988), Alien Nation (1988), Iron Sky (2012), Iron Sky – The coming race

(2017), Invasion (2007), Invasion of the Bodysnatchers (1953, 1978, 1993), The Game (1997)

Novels: 1984 by George Orwell, Brave new World by Aldous Huxley, Vril – The coming race by

Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Childhoods End by Arthur C. Clarke and in symbolical manner Lord of the

Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien.

Why do such movies/novels that reveal the truth even exist?

Mainly for two reasons:

A. As explained, the negative forces are forced by metaphysical laws to reveal their victims their true

intentions to avoid the karmic consequences, which they would have to face for free-will violation.

B. There is a balance of forces in this reality between good and evil. There are good forces whose

intention it is to warn humanity and to help them surpass their state of ignorance. Forces like that

are behind the introduction of such material. This is referred to as large scale „so ial e gi ee i g .



23 signs that identify a staged media hoax event

1. Pre-event media reference

The event will be mentioned in the media, a long time BEFORE it happens. Sometimes in movies with

more or less subtle references. In the lyrics of songs. In cartoons like the Simpsons or Family Guy. In

comic books, during wrestling events, in advertisements and so on.

This p o es that the e e t did t o u a do l

beforehand.



ut as pla



ed a d k o



to se e al people lo g



This has the following reasons:

A. Practitioners of black occultism reveal their intentions to their victims beforehand to extract a

greater amount of negative energy out of the later occurring crime.

B. Because of the above mentioned metaphysical laws, the luciferian occultists see themselves

forced to reveal their intentions in order to respect the free will of their potential victims und to give

their targeted victim the possibility to either ignore these revealed intentions, warnings, hints, or to

take them serious and behave, respond accordingly and take counter measures – reject any intrusion

by the attacker.

C. Positive factions reveal such hidden hints as warnings to the population. To use metaphysical

principles as the in Quantum-physics known observer-effect according to which observed events

beha e diffe e tl tha those that a e t o se ed. Awareness, observation and anticipation freeze

the future by collapsing the quantum-wave.

Events referenced in the media before the event happened:

9/11 (several references in the Simpsons, Johnny Bravo, Terminator, Matrix )

Sandy hook school massacre (reference in Batman movie)

Boston marathon (referenced in Family Guy)

Suicide of Robin Williams (also referenced in Family Guy)

And many more.

2. Pre-event drill

There often is a drill before the event. That is done in order to get the crisis actors and all needed

e uip e t i to positio a d/o to p a ti e the „te o atta k o „a ide t a d i ase the isis

a to g oup get s aught, to lai it as o l a d ill.

Events preceded by drills:

9/11, Boston Marathon Bombing, Sandy Hook school massacre, Oklahoma Bombing, 9/11 USA, 7/7

London, Aurora cinema massacre, Breivik island massacre, CA Mass Shooting, ISIS terrorist attacks

Charlie Hebdo in France, Nice truck attack, etc.

3. Fake injuries

Movie blood. Intentionally bad injury make-up. Injuries that are either anatomically or medically

impossible. Identifiable as fake injury by every doctor, nurse, ambulance. Which is intentional as

these are the by dark occultism required hints that are out of necessity granted to the victims of the

deception.

Prime example for over the top intentionally badly faked injuries: The wheelchair man during the

Boston marathon bomb attack, who allegedly had half of his leg blown off by the alleged detonation.

He was conscious, but due the blood loss alone was supposed to be unconscious if the injury would

have been real. Also the size and shape of his sticking out bone was highly unrealistic , anatomically

impossible.



4. Manipulative video perspective

In videos that get published immediately after (sometimes even beforehand) an alleged attack, key

scenes of the staged attack are never shown that would document the event to be authentic. This is

done to cleverly disguise the staged nature of the event.

For example: During the alleged terror attack in nice France, no published video (allegedly by private

persons) showed how people actually got run over by the truck. Every single video has a very

o side a l hose pe spe ti e that eithe sho s i ju ed people l i g o the floo o the t u k

d i i g, ut i o s e e as it sho ho the t u k d o e o e people. It as t sho , e ause it

did t happe . A d all ideos e e e o ded i dividuals involved in the staged event.

Befo e this e e t the e e e safet d ills as ell at e a tl that spot.

Eventually it was staged with several crisis actors in position to play run over corpse.

If it would have been a real event, there would be several horribly disfigured corpses and ripped off

limbs, as well as people with very severe injuries such as dislocated joints. But the alleged run over

corpses in nice are all in one piece with normal location of their joints. This is impossible after a

several ton heavy truck drove into and over them as every authentic gore video of real accidents

proves.

5. Indestructible passports

At the alleged crime scene or crash site, passports of the alleged attackers/victims are found. The

passports, regardless of the circumstances are always in perfect condition and undamaged. Often

even brand new even in cases in which they should be due to the situational circumstances in very

bad shape. During very serious accidents and even during collapse of buildings and even plane

crashes, the passports always stay in great shape.

During the alleged shoot down of flight mh317 in Ukrainian air-space, next to perfectly intact

passports also completely undamaged glass bottles of whiskey were found in the completely

destroyed and burning wreck.

During the attack on the twin towers during 9/11, perfectly intact passports of the alleged attackers

were found in the wreckage that not only allegedly survived the explosion and compression of the air

pla e ut also the ollapse of the to e s. It s a eall ad joke ut the offi ials sell this ludi ous sto

as truth.

6. Ghost SWAT Team

If the alleged attacker gets shot, then often by a special forces unit that was close to the crime site

allegedly by random chance.

These units are part of the staged event.

This is done in order to suggest to the public that help from the state is always around the corner and

that the state should have the right to have monopole over fire arms and that citizens being armed

is t e essa .

7. Hero of the day



Often there is a key figure during such staged dramas that stand out due to their heroic actions.

Either by confronting the shooter or saving children or other very Hollywoodish scenarios with highly

unrealistic, dubious character.

This is a psychological warfare tactic used in order to create positive associations with the agenda

that is being pursued by the staged event.

For example to aid the agenda of disarming the population by first implementing stricter gun laws. If

the event was designed to promote this concept, the Hero of the day is presented as skilled speaker

who proves that the word is mightier than the hand gun. By confusing the shooter resulting in less

deaths.

Ge e ‘ose du i g the “a d Hook Massa e that as uplifted i to a g eat he o, despite ha i g

done nothing else than sheltering kids that already were in safety (according to the official story).

This example shows that the creation of a hero of the day often is constructed in a way were nothing

special at all was done, in order to create a positive association with as many people as possible.

Marcel Gleffe was the hero of the day during the Breivik shooting incident in Norway. Allegedly

saving 20 children.

Another example is provided by the case of Rainer Haise during a staged school shooting in Erfurt

Germany where Heise allegedly rhetorically calmed shooter Robert Steinhäuser and convinced him

to give up. The claims of Heise were highly anomalous (naturally, as the event was staged).

Or the very accidentally present police officer in civil clothing during the alleged knife attack on

Henriette Reker fa ous fo the se te e: o e a le gth dista e to api g efugees. in Cologne

who immediately jumped on the attacker and overwhelmed him. What a coincidence!

Here as well he subliminal suggestion that the state is always there to save the day.

This staged knife attack was propagandistically used to get Reker into office (before the cologne

incident). This is how the reptilian hybrids move their agents into offices of power, via staged events

and following emotional manipulation of voters.

8. Second Shooter

There often seems to be confusion during the shooting events about the involvement of a second or

so eti es e e thi d shoote ei g see at the i e site. Who a e t e e e tio ed agai afte

the event and initial reporting.

Those could be from an uninvolved witness observed back up/handler of the actual shooter that

commands him during the hoax event.

9. Dubious video evidence

There always is one or several witnesses at the crime site that record the event in exact the moment

it happens on their smartphones. Often they zoom closer to the scene moments BEFORE the event

happens and before anything of any significance happens that would attract their attention to this

particular spot.

These witnesses are part of the staged event that know what is going to happen.



An example would be the evidence video being filmed during the munich shooting event, that

zoomed in to the place where the, yet to appear, shooter would shoot 15 seconds later after he

came out of the door.

O e e t e e e a ple fo a ste ious it ess ould e epo te ‘i ha d Gutjah that as present

during both, the staged terror attack in Nice France, as well as the Munich shooter incident in

Germany some days later.

10. Lock down

During such staged events more and more often entire cities are being completely locked down.

Traffic halts, streets get blocked. While the police/media give out the order to stay indoors and to

not film at the crime sites.

This happened during the Canadian Rambo incident. Also during the Boston incident. And during the

Munich shooting. In china they locked down an entire city due to a staged plague incident.

These are globally conducted beta tests in population control to collect data about population

reaction. Done with the goal in mind to eventually perfect and organize a total global lock down of all

major cities and global traffic.

All as preparation for the appearance of likely Nordic looking aliens, probably accompanied by small

greys, rather unlikely Reptilians on the world stage. Which will present themselves as saviors of

mankind. Blame corrupt human leaders for all evil in the world and offer the solution which will be

safety and peace for all under alien leadership. Despite that they were covertly in control of mankind

and the perpetrators of all wars for tens of thousands of years.

They need to go from covert to overt rulership because mankind is waking up and becoming aware of

thei e iste e a d p ese e o ea th. “i e the a t keep thei ule ship se et a

o e, the

have to deceive the public into accepting them openly.

Should humanity fall for this sinister deception, the consequence of this ignorance will be a global by

alien hybrids led technocratic tyranny from which there will be no escape.

11. No tears

Relatives of allegedly recently killed people never ever cry a single tear. They act as if they would cry,

with cringed faces but never ever actually cry. Their eyes are never wet, never red, they never have

dark rings under their eyes, no signs of stress, feeling uncomfortable, no sign of authentic human

grief. These reptilians/demons/bodysnatchers are natural born pathological psychopaths that are

lacking brain regions which are responsible for true human emotions.

12. Socially inappropriate behavior

Completely inappropriate behavior of crisis actors. They laugh, smile, smirk and make jokes while

they allegedly moan about allegedly just recently died family members. What often can be observed

in groups that are positioned behind a speaker at a public event. At press conferences for example.

Where you can see those in the background smirking and smiling while the speaker talks about

allegedly recently killed people.



This is not due to emotional confusion or something like that. Humans actually do not grieve

differently, this is a rumor. People grieve very similarly.

13. Oversized Photos

Of the allegedl „dead fa il e e s. I

ediatel at ha d ight afte the alleged e e t. Bei g

held into the camera during interviews. They are often effortful decorated in a very kitschy way.

This is done to emotionalize the situation by showing pictures of the allegedly dead children/relatives

that died during the staged event. A very sinister, deceptive psych-warfare tactic to create emotional

response in the clueless audience.

14. Swarm Behavior

Just as birds fly in geometrical formation and fish swarms swim in intelligent patterns and ants work

in organized manner and bees construct in cooperation, these isis a to s do displa a very similar

behavior by moving synchronously in repeating patterns. These kind of mass choreographic

movements do require them to be coordinated by some animating/instructions giving force.

That force is the hive- i d g oup o s ious ess that e e

isis a to is telepathi all o e ted

to. Which is government by the Overmind, by the Borg Queen, by Sauron, by Satan, by the prime

virus.

15. Soap Opera Script

Kitschy soap opera with cheesy script. Protocolar, stilted, odd, repetitive one liner descriptions of the

allegedly dead family members. In the form of:

-He was a very competitive soccer player

-He liked pancake and soup

-He always smiled when he got Christmas presents

Kitschy, inorganic, robotic, lacking real wholesome human personality characteristics. A list of

heartless, impersonal, randomly mixed, uncreative factoids that are socially awkward and

inappropriate for the situation.

16.„Ma ifesto

A pamphlet appears that was left behind by the allegedly dead perpetrator in which he describes in

detail his ideas that motivated him to do the attack. These pamphlets often are mixed up, copied

texts of already published works under a new title.

Examples for that would be the patchwork of Anders Breivik and the kitschy video blogs and

pamphlet of Elliot Rodger.

17. Fundraiser

Immediately after a staged tragic event, the involved start crowd funding campaigns to finance the

fu e al osts, a d to o pe sate fo the pai a d help ith the g ie i g p o ess o plattfo s

like GoFundMe, Kickstarter.
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